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"It Always Seems Impossible Until It's Done."
A COMPENDIUM OF WISDOM “Just when I discovered the meaning of life, they changed it.” – GEORGE CARLIN When change
comes we have two options: Resist it, and lose. Or go with the flow, and grow. Which means there’s really just one
option—embracing change is the only path to living your true life. So laugh at it, with George Carlin. Celebrate it, like Patti
Smith and David Bowie. Above all, grow with it, like Maya Angelou, Stephen Hawking, Rebecca Solnit, Rumi, and so many
others. Arranged alphabetically by subject—including Adapting, Control, Faith, Letting Go, New Beginnings,
Surprises—CHANGE HAPPENS is the book that says: You can do this…as often as you need to hear it. “Change is not merely
necessary to life—it is life.” – ALVIN TOFFLER Exciting. But often painful. Exhilarating, but unsettling. Clarifying. Bewildering.
Unpredictable, and yet inevitable. And usually all of those things at the same time. Like it or not, change happens, and
when it does, here is a little book that offers true support—a collection of very wise words by very changed people who
know just how you feel.

Life Hacks
A hilarious illustrated collection of tips for successfully navigating the dating world as a millennial. For single millennials,
this situation is all too familiar: You're on a date. It's going well! Then suddenly your date looks at you like you're a f*cking
idiot and you never hear from that person again. Guess you're going to die alone, right? Maybe not! Humble authors Ben
Schwartz and Laura Moses have written a book to save the future of the human race: Things You Should Already Know
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About Dating, You F*cking Idiot, a collection of 100 dating tips--complete with illustrations--that teaches clueless guys and
girls the dos and don'ts of dating. In their book, Ben and Laura cover all the basics, from "Why are you texting in just
Emojis, dummy?!" to "Stop playing games, idiot!" and, of course, "PUT YOUR PHONE DOWN, A**HOLE!" Simply put, this
book will make you laugh and finally give you a fighting chance at not dying alone.

Unusually Stupid Politicians
Hallelujah, it's a book! After proving itself to be the "funniest calendar of the year" (according to Gene Shalit), "irresistible"
(USA Weekend), and "habit-forming" (Maxim magazine), the Nuns Having Fun calendar has inspired Nuns Having Fun, a
book of endearing nuttiness. Catholic kitsch doesn't get any funnier. Written by Maureen Kelly and Jeffrey Stone, pitchperfect co-authors of the nuns calendar and the New York Times bestseller Growing Up Catholic, Nuns Having Fun features
hundreds of sisters in full habit, cutting loose and having a hoot. Here are nuns in the surf ("This is even more fun than
walking on water"), nuns in bumper cars ("We brake for Jesus"), nuns in a beer hall ("Ale Marys"), and nuns in the museum,
huddled in front of a study of nudes ("It's okay to open your eyes. Sister Wendy says it's art"). There are nuns on skates, at
bat, at the theater, skeet shooting (nuns with guns!), even hitting the slots (you know it's for a good cause). The 125
images are from the 1950s and '60s, black-and-white and possessing a pure retro charm; the written material is all-new.
Drawing on their years as parochial school students, the authors explore the lore and legends surrounding nuns, including
Favorite Punishments from Nuns, Nuns Say the Darndest Things, How to Recognize a Nun After Vatican II, a Wimple Watch,
and List of People Who Could Have Been Nuns. As Sister says, "To err is human. To laugh is divine."

"Dance First. Think Later"
Remember when A was for apple? Well, now (sigh) A is for aging. The A, B, Cs of adulthood differ ever so slightly from the
popular grade school primers of the past inside Ross and Kathryn Petras's B Is for Botox: An Alphabet Book for the MiddleAged. This hilarious board book has a fun, retro look and makes a unique gift for grown-ups who don't necessarily want to
grow up. Dripping with sarcasm, each letter will remind you that while you still have your sense of humor, jokes about aging
seem to ring a little truer than they used to! For example: A is for Antique. Arnold sees his favorite childhood toy, the
Atomic Astro-Rocket, on Antiques Roadshow. It is officially an antique! "Hmm," thinks Arnold. "Does this mean that now that
I'm middle-aged, I'm officially an antique?" Hmm. . . What do you think?

Very Bad Poetry
Fact: Chocolate contains the alkaloid theobromine, which in high doses can be toxic to humans, and in even small amounts
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can kill dogs, parrots, horses, and cats. This means that despite its name, the Kit-Kat candy bar is not a recommended
snack for your kitty-cat. I wonder how many cats have died because of this confusion. Fact: The most germ-laden place on
your toilet isn't the seat or even the bowl--it's the handle. The solution: Don't flush. Let the next guy worry about it. There
are "just the facts"--and then there are just the facts that will frighten the bejeezus out of you. And thanks to this little gem
of a bathroom book, you'll never look at the world the same way again, without, er, dry heaving a little bit. From the sneaky
fish that can swim up our genitals to the E. coli bacteria lurking in the very water we drink, disturbing phenomena are
everywhere we turn. Educational, entertaining, and undeniably horrifying, this book isn't guaranteed to help you, um, go to
the bathroom, but it's certain to make your time there moreinformed.

People of Walmart
Awkward Family Photos
Pursuing a dream is hard work, but the right words delivered at the right time—by people who’ve been there and done
that—can give us just the motivation we need. The right words can rekindle our enthusiasm, re-energize our efforts, dispel
doubt, let us know we’re not alone, and show us that the fight is worth it—and winnable. Kathryn and Ross Petras are
masters at choosing and delivering just the right words. Their books—such as “Age Doesn’t Matter Unless You’re a Cheese”
and “Dance First. Think Later.”—and bestselling calendar, The 365 Stupidest Things Ever Said, have over 5.2 million copies
in print. Now comes a book for dreamers and doers, plus writers, entrepreneurs, graduates, artists, future movers and
shakers. Collecting the hard-won, brilliantly expressed advice from pioneers who have paved the way, including everyone
from Rumi to Steve Jobs, Michelangelo to Oprah to Tina Fey, “It Always Seems Impossible Until It’s Done” is like a rousing
locker-room speech, inspiring courage, commitment, and perseverance. “I’ve missed more than 9,000 shots in my career.
I’ve lost almost 300 games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the game-winning shot and missed. I’ve failed over and over
and over again in my life. And that is why I succeed.” —Michael Jordan “Go for it, baby! Life ain’t no dress rehearsal.”
—Tallulah Bankhead “Perfection is like chasing the horizon. Keep moving.” —Neil Gaiman “If you aren’t in over your head,
how do you know how tall you are?” —T. S. Eliot “It always seems impossible until it’s done.” —Nelson Mandela

Stupidest Things Ever Said
Collects quotations from senators, congressmen, presidents, and presidential candidates, ranging from Bill Clinton's
argument on the meaning of "it" to Bob Dole's crusade to wipe out erectile dysfunction
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1,001 Facts that Will Scare the S#*t Out of You
Presents a collection of jokes for young readers, including one liners, knock knock jokes, and tongue twisters.

Texts from Mittens
For word nerds and grammar geeks, a witty guide to the most commonly mispronounced words, along with their correct
pronunciations and pithy forays into their fascinating etymologies and histories of use and misuse. With wit and good
humor, this handy little book not only saves us from sticky linguistic situations but also provides fascinating cocktail-partyready anecdotes. Entries reveal how to pronounce boatswain like an old salt on the deck of a ship, trompe l'oeil like a bona
fide art expert, and haricot vert like a foodie, while arming us with the knowledge of why certain words are correctly
pronounced the "slangy" way (they came about before dictionaries), what stalks of grain have to do with pronunciation, and
more. With bonus sidebars like "How to Sound like a Seasoned Traveler" and "How to Sound Cultured," readers will be able
to speak about foreign foods and places, fashion, philosophy, and literature with authority.

Fandex Family Field Guides: Mythology
The Greeks honored Zeus, the Romans revered Juno, but modern civilization worships a different sort of god: Celebrity. Face
it, we follow the stars’ every move, fashion choice, and deliciously dishy affairs. Now Kathryn Petras and Ross Petras,
authors of Unusually Stupid Americans, pull the demanding divas, screwball stars, and celebu-twits off their pedestals–and
prove it doesn’t take a degree in rocket science to become famous. Cases in point: • Courtney Love misses an important
court date relating to “possession of a controlled substance” because she can’t find a professional bodyguard at the last
minute. • Mariah Carey’s entourage includes a skirt-from-touching-floor specialist, a towel hand-off person, and a
professional drink holder/lifter. • Savvy traveler Paris Hilton concludes that all of Europe is, “like, French.” • Mensa
candidate and rocker Tommy Lee is pretty sure that Winston Churchill was president during the Civil War, that the numeric
equivalent of pi is “the two-equals-MC-squared thing,” and that an isosceles triangle is “somewhere in Bermuda.” Feuds,
faith, family, money, sex, tantrums, travel–no star-studded stone is left unturned. Filled with jaw-dropping anecdotes, quirky
quotes, and special stupid-celebrity awards, Unusually Stupid Celebrities provides a red-faced glimpse of the red carpet.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

"Being Weird Is a Wonderful Thing"
Based on the web phenomenon Dogshaming and containing photos that are all-new and exclusive to the book, this hilarious
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album showcases adorable snapshots of shamed pups confessing their biggest - and grossest - sins.

The Stupidest Things Ever Said by Politicians
A compendium of 100 words and phrases smart people use-even if they only kinda sorta (secretly don't) know what they
mean-with pithy definitions and fascinating etymologies to solidify their meanings.

Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances
"Nothing Is Worth More Than This Day."
The thrill of victory, the agony of a tight jockstrap. It’s the reason we love sports—you never know what’s going to happen.
Sometimes everything clicks, with the best athlete in the world competing at their peak, and the result is a thing of
breathtaking beauty. But sometimes the opposite happens, resulting in moments of breathtaking hilarity, or astonishing
inanity, or just plain head-scratching puzzlement. Welcome to The Stupidest Sports Book of All Time. Featuring: The most
boring games in sports history Wise(ish) words on winning Stupid mascot antics The strangest things coaches have done to
motivate teams And much, much more!

The Case Against Sugar
From Donald Ray Pollock, author of the highly acclaimed The Devil All the Time and Knockemstiff, comes a dark, gritty,
electrifying (and, disturbingly, weirdly funny) new novel that will solidify his place among the best contemporary American
authors. It is 1917, in that sliver of border land that divides Georgia from Alabama. Dispossessed farmer Pearl Jewett ekes
out a hardscrabble existence with his three young sons: Cane (the eldest; handsome; intelligent); Cob (short; heavy set; a
bit slow); and Chimney (the youngest; thin; ill-tempered). Several hundred miles away in southern Ohio, a farmer by the
name of Ellsworth Fiddler lives with his son, Eddie, and his wife, Eula. After Ellsworth is swindled out of his family's entire
fortune, his life is put on a surprising, unforgettable, and violent trajectory that will directly lead him to cross paths with the
Jewetts. No good can come of it. Or can it? In the gothic tradition of Flannery O'Connor and Cormac McCarthy with a healthy
dose of cinematic violence reminiscent of Sam Peckinpah, Quentin Tarantino and the Coen Brothers, the Jewetts and the
Fiddlers will find their lives colliding in increasingly dark and horrific ways, placing Donald Ray Pollock firmly in the company
of the genre's literary masters.
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35 Dumb Things Well-Intended People Say
A hilarious collection of lists, statistics, news items, quotations, and facts detailing stupid acts of Americans from all walks of
life—by the authors of the bestselling The 776 Stupidest Things Ever Said Everyone knows that America is “the land of the
free and the home of the brave,” but sometimes that means we’re free to be as bravely stupid as we want! In Unusually
Stupid Americans, Kathryn Petras and Ross Petras assemble choice bits of stupidity, U.S.A.-style, including •the top
seriously flawed American advertising moments, including Pacific Airlines’ brilliant “You’re scared of flying? So’s our pilot!”
ad campaign, which led the airline to bankruptcy within two months of the campaign’s inception •the Martin Luther King, Jr.,
celebration in Florida, where a plaque was un-veiled that was intended to honor the actor James Earl Jones but instead read,
“Thank you James Earl Ray for keeping the dream alive” (an unfortunate slip-up, as James Earl Ray was King’s assassin)
•and much more! From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Stupidest Sports Book of All Time
Presents a collection of quotations from persons over the age of sixty about life and growing older.

2012 CALENDARS - THE 365 STUPIDEST THINGS
Look up Religion, and discover this from Paris Hilton: [The Kaballah] helps you confront your fears. Like, if a girl borrowed
my clothes and never gave them back and I saw her wearing them months later, I would confront her. Or Anatomy, and find
sportscaster Jerry Coleman: Winfield goes back to the wall. He hits his head on the wall and it rolls off! ItÕs rolling all the
way back to second base! Or Truth in GovernmentÑhereÕs Senator Alan Simpson: There are a lot of things that we do that
are irrelevant, but thatÕs what the Senate is for. Arranged alphabetically, from Accident, Traffic to Zoology, Game Show
ContestantsÕ Knowledge of (and you wouldnÕt believe how distorted that knowledge sometimes is), The Lexicon of
Stupidity is an overstuffed dictionary of quotes, banalities, actual book titles, holdup notes, menu items, TV listings, and
more, each meeting one exacting criterion: theyÕre so jaw-droppingly dumb you canÕt help but laugh. ItÕs the wit of the
witless. The comedy of the clueless. The giggly fun of celebrities, athletes, politicians, newscasters, and other pompous
types planting a foot (or two) firmly in mouth. And no authors could be more qualified to pull it together than Ross and
Kathryn Petras, whose calendar celebrating stupidityÑThe 365 Stupidest Things Ever SaidÑis a perennial knock-out, with
millions of copies sold since its debut in 1995. It even includes real courtroom testimony: Q. Are you sexually active? A. No,
I just lie there.

Dog Shaming
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MYTHOLOGY Bringing the world of Mythology to your fingertips, Fandex presents a field guide to the legendary figures of
ancient Greece and Rome. Which 12 gods and goddesses ruled from Mount Olympus'? Who are the Fates, the Graces, the
Muses? How did Theseus slay the monstrous Minotaur and escape from its labyrinth? What was the one thing to remain
inside Pandora's vase? Each entry is illustrated with a rich selection of images drawn from statuary, painting, pottery,
frescoes and mosaics, and includes the subject's lineage, personality and symbol. - 50 individually die-cute cards - Full color
throughout - Knowledge at your fingertips - For the whole family

Unusually Stupid Celebrities
Not just stupidity, but obsessive stupidity! Not just random stupidity, but organized stupidity! Here, from the celebrated
collectors of the stupidest things ever said, it’s the cre`me de la cre`me of stupidities, made even funnier and more
compelling in an irresistible top 10 list format. Try one: The Top 10 Stupidest Actual Book Titles: 1. A Toddler’s Guide to the
Rubber Industry 2. Constipation and our Civilization 3. Greek Rural Postmen and Their Cancellation Numbers 4. The Secret
of Sphincters 5. A Pictorial Book of Tongue Coating 6. Life and Laughter ’midst the Cannibals 7. Be Bold With Bananas 8.
Hand-Grenade Throwing as a College Sport 9. Collect Fungi on Stamps 10. A Study of Hospital Waiting Lists in Cardiff,
1953–1954 Plus lost-in-translation moments. Doubles entendres. Political speeches, foreign menus, traffic signs. Celebrities
on literature, on homelessness, on revealing too much about themselves. Mangled cliche ́s and bizarre analogies, the wit of
the witless and comedy of the clueless—never before have so many said something so dumb, now in one book.

Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids
If you're vexed and perplexed by PowerPoint, pick up a copy of Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances. This funny, and often
opinionated, guide is chock full of tools and techniques for eliminating all the problems that drive audiences and presenters
crazy. There's nothing more discouraging than an unresponsive audience--or worse, one that snickers at your slides. And
there's nothing more maddening than technical glitches that turn your carefully planned slide show into a car wreck.
Envious when you see other presenters effectively use nifty features that you've never been able to get to work right?
Suffer no more! Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances by Microsoft PowerPoint MVP Echo Swinford rides to the rescue. Microsoft
PowerPoint is the most popular presentation software on the planet, with an estimated 30 million presentations given each
day. So no matter how frustrated you get, you're not about to chuck the program in the Recycle Bin. Fixing PowerPoint
Annoyances, presents smart solutions to a variety of all-too-familiar, real-world annoyances. The book is divided into big
categories, with annoyances grouped by topic. You can read it cover to cover or simply jump to the chapter or section most
relevant to you. Inside its pages you'll learn how to create your own templates, work with multiple masters and slide
layouts, and take advantage of various alignment and formatting tools. You'll also learn how to import Excel data; insert
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graphics, PDF, and Word content; create, edit, and format organization charts and diagrams; use action settings and
hyperlinks to jump to other slides; and add sound, video, and other types of multimedia to spark up your presentations.
Entertaining and informative, Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances is filled with humorous illustrations and packed with sidebars,
tips, and tricks, as well as links to cool resources on the Web.

The Odyssey of Homer
Presents a compilation of anecdotes, lists, and quotes that include the "I'm Not Corrupt, I'm Just Enterprising" Awards, the
Political Pundit Punishment Chart, Senatorial Salaciousness, and the Governmental Overspending Sweepstakes.

Nuns Having Fun
If someone hangs a stop sign upside down or paints crooked lines on a highway, count on someone else to snap a photo
and post it online. You Had One Job! is a collection of hilarious pictures features job-related disasters and general
ineptitudes. All of these new, never-before-seen images will be accompanied by witty captions.

"Don't Forget to Sing in the Lifeboats"
These days, everyone is looking for a way to make life easier. From folding a fitted sheet to removing scuffs from furniture,
'Life Hacks' offers readers the simple, everyday solutions that they've been looking for. Each informative entry will help
them discover quicker, more efficient techniques for completing ordinary tasks around the home, at the office, and just
about anywhere. They'll also learn how to make the most out of any situation with fun, problem-solving tricks like creating
an impromptu iPod speaker from toilet paper rolls or snagging a free doughnut at their local Krispy Kreme shop. Filled with
1,000 valuable life hacks, this book proves that readers don't have to search very far for the perfect solution to their
everyday problems. AUTHOR: Keith Bradford is the sole owner and webmaster of Bradford Media, which publishes 1000Life
Hacks .com, YupThatExists .com, and many other blogs/sites. Since its launch at the beginning of 2013, Bradford Media has
gained a collective readership of more than 200,000, and continues to grow each and every day. ' SELLING POINTS: * A
guide to solving problems, simplifying tasks, and reducing day-today frustrations * More than 90,000 monthly Google
searches are made for "life hacks," indicating that readers are interested in discovering new ways to make life easier * Keith
Bradford's website has a readership of over 200,000, and his Tumblr, where he posts a majority of his life hacks, has 70,000
followers!

Stupid Fast
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Timeless in their wisdom, thought-provoking in their message, surprising in their truth and memorable in their originality,
the right words can give direction, inspiration, and sometimes a tangible boost onto the right path. For example, Steve Jobs
once read “Stay hungry Stay foolish” on the back cover of The Whole Earth Catalog, and those four words came to guide his
life. Created by Kathryn and Ross Petras, connoisseurs of quotes, whose books and calendars have over 56 million copies in
print, "Dance First. Think Later." is a collection of the greatest life wisdom from an unexpected group of speakers, doers,
and thinkers. There are 618 rules to live by—funny, sly, declarative, thoughtful, offhanded, clever, and always profound:
“Watch with glittering eyes the whole world around you, because the greatest secrets are always hidden in the most
unlikely places.” —Roald Dahl “If everything is under control, you are going too slow.” —Mario Andretti “Never make a
credit decision on a beach.”—Victor J. Boschini “Dance first. Think later. It’s the natural order.”—Samuel Beckett “The only
time to eat diet food is while waiting for the steak to cook.” —Julia Child “What you spend years building may be destroyed
overnight; build it anyway.” —Mother Teresa And: “Be yourself. Everyone else is already taken.”—Oscar Wilde

Change Happens
A compendium of 100 words and phrases smart people use--even if they only kinda sorta (secretly don't) know what they
mean--with pithy definitions and fascinating etymologies to solidify their meanings. Your boss makes a joke about
Schrodinger's cat--which is something you've heard of but you're a little vague about what exactly happened (or didn't
happen) with that cat. Or you're reading a New Yorker article that explains that "Solecism slipped into solipsism into fullblown narcissistic project." An excellent point . . . if you're sure what "solecism" means . . . or, for that matter, "solipsism."
Language gurus Ross Petras and Kathryn Petras to the rescue! In the breezy and entertaining yet informative style of their
New York Times bestseller You're Saying It Wrong, they give you a brief rundown on words smart people should know--from
the worlds of science and the arts to philosophy, and from broader topics like quantum physics and ontology to more
specific ones like Plato's cave and trompe l'oeil. They cover the Latin phrases we hear and read (prima facie, sui generis,
and the like) as well as those that have entered our vocabularies from other languages (bildungsroman, sturm und drang).
These are the words that, if you were asked directly, "What does this mean?" you might hem and haw and try to change the
subject. After reading this book, you won't have to.

The Lexicon of Stupidity
A book of inspirational quotations, Nothing Is Worth More Than This Day presents hundreds of reminders from some of the
smartest people who ever lived—from Dr. Seuss to Erma Bombeck, Thich Nhat Hanh to Lena Dunham—that happiness is
everywhere and the glass is half-full. It’s the perfect gift of optimism, for good times and not-so-good times.
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The Heavenly Table
Writing very bad poetry requires talent. It helps to have a wooden ear for words, a penchant for sinking into a mire of
sentimentality, and an enviable confidence that allows one to write despite absolutely appalling incompetence. The 131
poems collected in this first-of-its-kind anthology are so glaringly awful that they embody a kind of genius. From Fred
Emerson Brooks' "The Stuttering Lover" to Matthew Green's "The Spleen" to Georgia Bailey Parrington's misguided "An
Elegy to a Dissected Puppy", they mangle meter, run rampant over rhyme, and bludgeon us into insensibility with their
grandiosity, anticlimax, and malapropism. Guaranteed to move even the most stoic reader to tears (of laughter), Very Bad
Poetry is sure to become a favorite of the poetically inclined (and disinclined). From the Trade Paperback edition.

That Doesn't Mean What You Think It Means
Provides information on ancient Egypt, explores the tomb of Tutankhamun, examines the "Book of the Dead," and discusses
the secrets of embalming.

Things You Should Already Know About Dating, You F*cking Idiot
A new, impulse-friendly collection of quotes from Kathy and Ross Petras, all celebrating our individuality and embracing our
imperfections. A gift that says: You be YOU, and you're great!

Pedantic
Uncommon times call for uncommon wisdom. It’s inspiring to hear from people who’ve graduated from the school of hard
knocks, yet kept a sense of humor. People like Twain, Voltaire, Oscar Wilde. People who've said the thing so well that we all
wish we'd said it. People who've been there, done that, and refuse to sugarcoat what they've learned. People who know, as
Sherry Hochman puts it, that "Every day is a gift—even if it sucks." From Kathryn and Ross petras, curators of craziness
(and surprising smarts), comes a timely collection of reassuring reality: "Why is there so much month left at the end of the
money?"—John Barrymore "October. This is one of the peculiarly dangerous months to speculate in stocks in. The others are
July, January, September, April, November, May, March, June, December, August, and February." —Mark Twain "I know God
will not give me anything I can't handle. I just wish he didn't trust me so much."—Mother Teresa "When one burns one's
bridges, what a very nice fire it makes."—Dylan Thomas "If you think you have it tough, read history books."—Bill Maher
And Voltaire: "Life is a shipwreck but we must not forget to sing in the lifeboats."
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Alcoholics Anonymous
EVEN WELL-INTENDED PEOPLE CAN CAUSE HARM Have you ever heard yourself or someone else say: "Some of my best
friends are (Black, White, Asian, etc.)"? "I don't think of you as (Gay, Disabled, Jewish, etc.)"? "I don't see color, I'm
colorblind"? These statements and dozens like them can build a divide between us and the people we interact with. Though
well-intended, they often widen the diversity gap sometimes causing irreparable harm personally and professionally. If
you've ever wanted to be more effective in your communication with others, or have been afraid of saying the wrong thing,
then this concise guide is essential to becoming more inclusive and diversity-smart. A POWERFUL DIVERSITY TRAINING
TOOL FROM ONE OF THE MOST RESPECTED DIVERSITY TRAINERS.

Awkword Moments
Tons of /a New Photos! Bad Decisions! WTF Moments! Plus Fan Stories! Celebrities! Goats! As Americans, we hold these
truths to be self-evident: We will shop. And when we do, especially at our favorite supercenter, we will wear and do the
most bizarre things possible. From the wildly popular website PeopleofWalmart.com, this photo collection of Americans in
their natural shopping habitat (70 percent of which is brand new and never before included on the website) presents people
of all shapes and sizes wearing and doing everything imaginable in full view of their fellow shopping public. Plus, for the first
time brand-new fan-submitted stories offer the most random experiences you can imagine! So welcome to a world where
no shoes and no shirt are no obstacles, where parking lots are filled with dead deer, Bengal tigers, and old men in thongs
riding bikes. Once you meet the People of Walmart, you are sure to fall in love.

Fandex Family Field Guides: Mummies, Gods, and Pharaohs
"Age Doesn't Matter Unless You're a Cheese"
The '365 Stupidest Things Ever Said' is a roundup of famous people - sports stars, politicians, entertainers - saying really
dumb things.

You're Saying It Wrong
With twenty-five new photographs for the eBook edition, the New York Times bestseller is now more awkward than ever
Based on the hit website, AwkwardFamilyPhotos.com (“painful, regrettable, horrifyingly awesome snaps of family bonding,
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you will laugh so hard that people in adjoining offices will ask what’s wrong with you”—Esquire), this full color book features
never-before-seen photos and hilarious personal stories covering everything from uncomfortable moments with relatives,
teen angst, sibling rivalry, and family vacations from hell. Cringe at the forced poses, bad hair, and matching outfits--all
prompting us to look at our own families and celebrate the fact that we're not alone. Nothing says awkward better than an
uncomfortable family photograph!

You Had One Job!
From the best-selling author of Why We Get Fat, a groundbreaking, eye-opening exposé that makes the convincing case
that sugar is the tobacco of the new millennium: backed by powerful lobbies, entrenched in our lives, and making us very
sick. Among Americans, diabetes is more prevalent today than ever; obesity is at epidemic proportions; nearly 10% of
children are thought to have nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. And sugar is at the root of these, and other, critical societywide, health-related problems. With his signature command of both science and straight talk, Gary Taubes delves into
Americans' history with sugar: its uses as a preservative, as an additive in cigarettes, the contemporary overuse of highfructose corn syrup. He explains what research has shown about our addiction to sweets. He clarifies the arguments against
sugar, corrects misconceptions about the relationship between sugar and weight loss; and provides the perspective
necessary to make informed decisions about sugar as individuals and as a society.

B Is for Botox
An entertaining and informative guide to the most common 150 words even smart people use incorrectly, along with pithy
forays into their fascinating etymologies and tangled histories of use and misuse. Even the most erudite among us use
words like apocryphal, facetious, ironic, meteorite, moot, redundant, and unique incorrectly every day. Don’t be one of
them. Using examples of misuse from leading newspapers, prominent public figures and famous writers, among others,
language gurus Ross Petras and Kathryn Petras explain how to avoid these perilous pitfalls in the English language. Each
entry also includes short histories of how and why these mistake have happened, some of the (often surprisingly nasty)
debates about which uses are (and are not) mistakes, and finally, how to use these words correctly … or why to not use
them at all. By the end of this book, every literati will be able to confidently, casually, and correctly toss in an “a priori” or a
“limns” without hesitation.

Unusually Stupid Americans
Texts from Mittens is a series of text message conversations between a snappy, self-absorbed housecat named Mittens and
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his long-suffering human, a single woman who works away from home during the day. Mittens relentlessly hassles his
human all day long, while only taking breaks to watch Judge Judy, hang with his best friend Stumpy, complain about the
antics of Drunk Patty the neighbor, ask Grandma for money to buy useless items from QVC, and harass the "filthy beast"
dog, Phil. Angie Bailey is an award-winning writer and blogger, humorist, and professional member of the Cat Writers'
Association. Her primary blog, Catladyland, has won many awards, and her humor writing is featured nearly daily on
Catster.com, one of the most popular cat sites on the Web. She loves to photograph her cats in silly poses and sleeps with
one eye open. And yes, she has three cats. "Each installment of Texts From Mittens is like a little gift to brighten your day!"
—Kate Benjamin, Hauspanther founder and co-author of Catification with Jackson Galaxy "Texts From Mittens makes me
wish my cat had thumbs! This is a hilarious book; Angie Bailey has done it again!" —Jeremy Greenberg, Author of Sorry I
Barfed on Your Bed "We all knew that cats were hilarious, but Ms. Bailey's sardonic cat quips really take their mannerisms,
attitude and occasional apathy to another level." —Susan Michals, Curator of Cat Art Show Los Angeles Come home! There's
an emergency! What?? Are you OK? My dish is half empty! I'll be home soon. You wish starvation upon me! Stop being
dramatic. Am weeak. Caan hasrdly tyyppe. Are you going to wear those black pants on your bed? Yes. I have a date.
They're comfortable. Mittens, get off my pants! FYI: Poly-blend makes your butt look big
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